Negrete says they have learned where their strengths
are through trial and error when they've tried septic
installation. "We learned that sometimes you can take on
too much and thac ocher aspects of your business can suffer,"
says Negrete. "We want to focus on being the best at service
repair and pumping. We really like where we are."
Where they are has lead them to be called out to pump a
man's septic tank because his gold Rolex was flushed down
the toilet. W hile they were there, the customer found the
watch in his desk drawer.
Negrete also had a guy stop him in Westlake, a very nice
part of town, and say, "Man, J d on't know much about
trucks, but chat is a nice truck." The man was referring
co one of their 2007 Mack trucks that is decked out with
the most up-to-date equipment. "Our guys are driving
Cadillacs," says Negrete. "They are beautiful aluminum
Presvac ranks. We get some of our best advertising when
people see our trucks in traffic on 183."
T he trucks are equipped with Tom-Tom GPS, backup
cameras, dash-mount cameras, Fruitland pumps and
Kandi Flex vacuum hoses. Negrete liked che reputation
chat Mack trucks have and how durable they are. "T hat
reputation lead me to them in 1995 and we've been
with chem ever since."
He sees one of the biggest challenges continues to be
companies that pop up and don't charge enough for their
services to do a good job and sray in business. "They might
have low prices, but do they carry insurance, or have the
right equipment for the job?" asks Negrete. "Where is that
company going to be in two years when you need them,"
Not only did Negrete seize control of his destiny, but also
brought top-notch service to the pumping industry in
Central Texas. 0
For 1110re information on All Cen Tex Septic P1111Zping,
l og on to http:llallcentexsepticamtin.coml, or call 512-258-4000.
Fo,· more information on Mack:
http: I!tvwu;.macktmcks. com/
For more information on Fmitland p11mps:
http: //1vww.fmitland-11Zfg.collll
For more information on Prewac:
http://www.prewacsales.com/
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